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CONJUGATOR LENGTHS IN
HIERARCHICALLY HYPERBOLIC GROUPS
CAROLYN ABBOTT AND JASON BEHRSTOCK
Abstract. In this paper we establish upper bounds on the length of the shortest conju-
gator between pairs of elements in a wide class of groups. We obtain a general result which
applies to all hierarchically hyperbolic groups, a class which includes mapping class groups,
right angled Artin groups, Burger–Mozes-type groups, most 3–manifold groups, and many
others. One case of our result in this setting is a linear bound on the length of the shortest
conjugator for any pair of conjugate Morse elements. In a special case, namely, for virtually
compact special cubical groups, we can prove a sharper result by obtaining a linear bound
on the length of the shortest conjugator between any pair of infinite order elements. In a
more general case, that of acylindrically hyperbolic groups, we establish an upper bound
on the length of shortest conjugators, but in this generality the bound may not be linear.
An early result proven about hyperbolic groups is that for any pair of conjugate elements
the shortest conjugator has linear length [Lys89]. Exploiting the parallels between pseudo-
Anosovs in the mapping class group and loxodromic elements in a hyperbolic group, Masur–
Minsky proved the analogous result that conjugate pseudo-Anosov elements always have a
short conjugator [MM00]. A linear bound was later established between arbitrary conjugate
elements in the mapping class group by Tao [Tao13] (see [BD14] for a later, unified proof).
The linear conjugator property is surprisingly common, as we show in this paper, extending
an already interesting class of known examples. Known examples of the linear conjugator
property include: hyperbolic elements in semi-simple Lie groups [Sal14]; arbitrary elements
in lamplighter groups [Sal16]; Morse elements in groups acting on CAT(0) spaces, [BD14];
and, Morse elements in a prime 3–manifold [BD14]. Additionally, right-angled Artin groups
enjoy the linear conjugator property; this result is not explicitly stated in the literature, but
it follows from work in [Ser89] (and we give a new proof below).
We will work in the context of hierarchically hyperbolic groups, a general class of groups
introduced by Behrstock–Hagen–Sisto [BHS17b] (see Section 1). This class of groups in-
cludes: mapping class groups [BHS15]; right angled Artin groups, and more generally fun-
damental groups of compact special CAT(0) cube complexes [BHS17b] and other CAT(0)
cube complexes [HS16]; 3–manifold groups with no Nil or Solv components [BHS15]; lat-
tices in products of trees, i.e., as constructed by Burger–Mozes, Wise, and others, see
[BHS17b, BM97, BM00, Cap17, JW09, Rat07, Wis07]; as well as a number of other exam-
ples, for instance groups obtained from combination theorems [BHS15] [Spr18] or by taking
certain quotients [BHS17a].
The first theorem generalizes several of the known cases mentioned above, while applying
to a number of new examples as well. Relevant definitions will be provided in the background
section; for now, we remark that an important case of this theorem is when a and b are infinite
order Morse elements of G (in the notation of the theorem this occurs when Bigpaq is the
nest-maximal domain). We note that Morse elements in hierarchically hyperbolic groups can
be characterized in several equivalent ways, see [ABD, Theorem B].
Abbott was supported by NSF grant DMS-1803368.
Behrstock was supported by NSF grant DMS-1710890.
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Theorem A. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group. There exist constants K,C
such that if a, b P G are infinite order elements which are conjugate in G and b has the
property that Bigpbq is a maximal collection of pairwise orthogonal domains, then there exists
g P G with ga “ bg and
|g| ď Kp|a| ` |b|q ` C.
In Theorem A, as well as below, we need only include a hypothesis about the big set of
one of the elements, since a conjugation between two elements conjugates the set of domains
on which they have large projections. An easy-to-visualize non-Morse example to which the
above theorem applies is any mapping class group element obtained by applying powers of a
Dehn twists along every curve in a pants decomposition (here the collection of annuli around
those curves constitute the maximal collection of pairwise orthogonal domains needed to
apply the theorem).
In the case of a group acting geometrically on a compact CATp0q cube complex which is
special in the sense of Haglund–Wise [HW08], the following result provides a strengthening
of Theorem A by bounding the lengths of conjugators for any pair of conjugate infinite order
elements:
Theorem B. Let G be a virtually compact special CATp0q cubical group. There exist con-
stants K,C and N such that if a, b P G are infinite order elements which are conjugate in G,
then there exists g P G with gaN “ bNg and
|g| ď Kp|a| ` |b|q ` C.
In Remark 3.3 below, we give some indication of why this result might fail without the
hypothesis of virtually special for the cube complex.
We note that [CGW09] establish a linear time solution to the conjugacy problem for
fundamental groups of compact special CAT(0) cube complexes. Their result doesn’t a
priori establish the linear conjugator property of Theorem B, although we believe that their
approach could be used to do so. Nonetheless, we include a proof here, since this result is not
explicitly in the literature and our proof is a very short application of our general approach.
Our techniques for bounding conjugator length can be applied in the general acylindrically
hyperbolic setting to provide the following result, which is stated in a more explicit form as
Theorem 4.1. We note that this result generalizes [BD14, Theorem 7.4] which considers the
case of acylindrical actions on simplicial trees.
Theorem C. Let G be an acylindrically hyperbolic group. There exist an associated quasi-
tree T , a function f : Z Ñ Z, and a constant R such that: for any two conjugate elements
a, b P G which are loxodromic with respect to the action of G on T , there exists g P G such
that ga “ bg and
|g| ď fpR|a| `R|b|q ` |a| ` |b|.
For a given group G, both the constant R and the function f are fixed for any given
quasi-tree, T . This provides uniformity to the bound on the length of shortest conjugators
for any element acting loxodromically on T and, more generally, for those elements that act
loxodromically on any one of a finite set of quasi-trees. Hence, if a particular acylindrically
hyperbolic group embeds into a finite product of quasi-trees, then one obtains a uniform
bound on the lengths of shortest conjugators. It is an interesting question whether or not a
given group embeds in a finite product of quasi-trees and Theorem C provides an additional
motivation to study this question.
Acknowledgments. We thank Mark Hagen for many interesting discussions about hierar-
chically hyperbolic spaces, and, in particular, for the discussion which led to Remark 3.3.
We thank Jacob Russell for feedback on an early draft.
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1. Background
We recall the definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space as given in [BHS15].
Definition 1.1 (Hierarchically hyperbolic space). The quasigeodesic space pX , dX q is a hi-
erarchically hyperbolic space if there exists δ ě 0, an index set S, and a set tCW : W P Su
of δ–hyperbolic spaces pCU, dU q, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) (Projections.) There is a set tpiW : X Ñ 2CW | W P Su of projections sending
points in X to sets of diameter bounded by some ξ ě 0 in the various CW P S.
Moreover, there exists K so that each piW is pK,Kq–coarsely Lipschitz and piW pX q
is K–quasiconvex in CW .
(2) (Nesting.) S is equipped with a partial order Ď, and either S “ H or S contains a
unique Ď–maximal element; when V ĎW , we say V is nested in W . (We emphasize
that W Ď W for all W P S.) For each W P S, we denote by SW the set of V P S
such that V ĎW . Moreover, for all V,W P S with V ĹW there is a specified subset
ρVW Ă CW with diamCW pρVW q ď ξ. There is also a projection ρWV : CW Ñ 2CV .
(3) (Orthogonality.) S has a symmetric and anti-reflexive relation called orthogonality :
we write V KW when V,W are orthogonal. Also, whenever V Ď W and WKU , we
require that V KU . We require that for each T P S and each U P ST for which
tV P ST | V KUu ‰ H, there exists W P ST ´ tT u, so that whenever V KU and
V Ď T , we have V ĎW . Finally, if V KW , then V,W are not Ď–comparable.
(4) (Transversality and consistency.) If V,W P S are not orthogonal and neither is
nested in the other, then we say V,W are transverse, denoted V&W . There exists
κ0 ě 0 such that if V&W , then there are sets ρVW Ď CW and ρWV Ď CV each of
diameter at most ξ and satisfying:
min
 
dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q, dV ppiV pxq, ρWV q
( ď κ0
for all x P X .
For V,W P S satisfying V ĎW and for all x P X , we have:
min
 
dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q, diamCV ppiV pxq Y ρWV ppiW pxqqq
( ď κ0.
The preceding two inequalities are the consistency inequalities for points in X .
Finally, if U Ď V , then dW pρUW , ρVW q ď κ0 whenever W P S satisfies either V ĹW
or V&W and W & U .
(5) (Finite complexity.) There exists n ě 0, the complexity of X (with respect to S),
so that any set of pairwise–Ď–comparable elements has cardinality at most n.
(6) (Large links.) There exist λ ě 1 and E ě maxtξ, κ0u such that the following holds.
Let W P S and let x, x1 P X . Let N “ λdW ppiW pxq, piW px1qq ` λ. Then there existstTiui“1,...,tNu Ď SW ´ tW u such that for all T P SW ´ tW u, either T P STi for some
i, or dT ppiT pxq, piT px1qq ă E. Also, dW ppiW pxq, ρTiW q ď N for each i.
(7) (Bounded geodesic image.) There exists E ą 0 such that for all W P S, all
V P SW ´ tW u, and all geodesics γ of CW , either diamCV pρWV pγqq ď E or γ X
NEpρVW q ‰ H.
(8) (Partial Realization.) There exists a constant α with the following property. Let
tVju be a family of pairwise orthogonal elements of S, and let pj P piVj pX q Ď CVj .
Then there exists x P X so that:
‚ dVj px, pjq ď α for all j,
‚ for each j and each V P S with Vj Ď V , we have dV px, ρVjV q ď α, and
‚ if W&Vj for some j, then dW px, ρVjW q ď α.
(9) (Uniqueness.) For each κ ě 0, there exists θu “ θupκq such that if x, y P X and
dX px, yq ě θu, then there exists V P S such that dV px, yq ě κ.
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For ease of readability, given U P S, we typically suppress the projection map piU when
writing distances in CU , i.e., given x, y P X and p P CU we write dU px, yq for dU ppiU pxq, piU pyqq
and dU px, pq for dU ppiU pxq, pq.
Notation 1.2. Given a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq we let E denote a constant
larger than any of the constants occurring in the definition above.
A group G is said to be hierarchically hyperbolic if there exists a hierarchically hyperbolic
space pX ,Sq with the property that G acts geometrically on X and this action permutes ele-
ments of S with finitely many G-orbits, while preserves nesting, orthogonality, and transver-
sality and, for each U P S inducing a uniform quasi-isometry between CU and its image.
Often we just denote a HHG as pG,Sq.
Given a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq and a constantM ě 1, a pM,Mq–hierarchy
path, γ Ă X is an pM,Mq–quasigeodesic in X with the property that for each U P S the
path piU pγq is an unparametrized quasigeodesic in CU . By [BHS15, Theorem 4.4], for any
sufficiently large M , any two points x, y P X are connected by an pM,Mq–hierarchy path.
We fix such a constant M ą E, and let rx, ys denote an pM,Mq–hierarchy path from x to y.
1.1. Product Regions and Gates. We now recall an important construction of subspaces
in a hierarchically hyperbolic space called standard product regions introduced in [BHS17b,
Section 13] and studied further in [BHS15], which one can consult for further details. We
begin by defining the two factors in the product space.
Definition 1.3 (Nested partial tuple (FU )). Let SU “ tV P S | V Ď Uu. Fix κ ě E and
let FU be the set of κ–consistent tuples in
ś
V PSU 2
CV (i.e., tuples satisfying the conditions
of Definition 1.1.(4)).
Definition 1.4 (Orthogonal partial tuple (EU ) ). Let SKU “ tV P S | V KUu Y tAu, where
A is a Ď–minimal element W such that V Ď W for all V KU . Fix κ ě E, let EU be the set
of κ–consistent tuples in
ś
V PSKU´tAu 2
CV .
Definition 1.5 (Product regions in X ). Given X and U P S, there are coarsely well-defined
maps φĎ, φK : FU ,EU Ñ X which extend to a coarsely well-defined map φU : FU ˆEU Ñ X .
We refer to FU ˆEU as a product region, which we denote PU .
We often abuse notation and use the notation EU ,FU , and PU to refer to the image in
X of the associated set. In [BHS15, Lemma 5.9] it is proven that these standard product
regions have the property that they are “hierarchically quasiconvex subsets” of X . Here we
leave out the definition of hierarchically quasiconvexity, because its only use here is that, as
proven in [BHS15, Lemma 5.5], product regions have “gates,” which we now define.
If pG,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic group and Y is a hierarchically quasiconvex subspace
of G, then the gate map is a coarsely-Lipschitz map gY : G Ñ 2Y , so that for each g P G,
the image gYpgq is a subset of the points in Y with the property that for each U P S the
set piU pgYpgqq uniformly coarsely coincides with the closest point projection in CU of piU pgq
to piU pYq. In the case that G is a CATp0q cubical group, then gYpgq is a unique point in Y,
whence the gate map is a well-defined map gY : GÑ Y.
It is shown in [BHS15, Proposition 5.11] that for any U P S, pFU ,SU q is a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space, where the projections and hyperbolic spaces are those inherited from
pX ,Sq.
The following lemma which provides a formula for computing the distance between a point
and a product region, is an immediate consequence of [BHS17c, Lemma 1.19].
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Lemma 1.6 ([BHS17c]). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. Fix U P S and let
Y “ tY P S | Y&U or Y Ě Uu. Then given any x P X ,
dX px,PU q —
ÿ
Y PY
  
dY px, ρUY q
((
.(1)
1.2. Big sets. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group and consider g P G. As in
[DHS17], we define
Bigpgq “ tU P S | piU pxgyq is unboundedu.
Note that all U, V P Bigpgq satisfy U K V , so ρUS is within uniformly bounded distance of
ρVS in CS. We also observe that since the elements of Bigpgq must all be pairwise orthogonal,
it follows immediately that |Bigpgq| is uniformly bounded by the HHS constants.
Lemma 1.7. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group. An element g P G is finite
order if and only if Bigpgq “ H.
Proof. In [DHS17, Proposition 6.4] it was proven that an automorphism of G is elliptic if
and only if Bigpgq “ H. The result follows from this, since a group element acts elliptically
on its Cayley graph if and only if the element is of finite order. l
Following [DHS17, Remark 1.14], for any U P S, we consider the group of automorphisms
AU “ tg P AutpG,Sq | g ¨ U “ Uu. For any U P S there is a restriction homomorphism
θU : AU Ñ AutpSU q, defined by letting θU pgq act as g on SU . By a slight abuse of notation,
we say that AU (or a subgroup of AU ) acts on CU , when actually it is θU pAU q (or the image
of the subgroup under θU ) which acts.
Given an infinite order element g P G and a U P S for which g is loxodromic with respect
to the action of AU on CU , we let τU pgq denote the translation length of g in this action.
Lemma 1.8. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group. There exists a constant T ą 0
such that for every infinite order element g P G and every U P Bigpgq, we have τU pgq ě T .
Proof. Let g P G and U P Bigpgq. Thus xgy Ď AU , and the induced action of xgy on CU is
loxodromic. Since this action has trivial point stabilizers, xgy acts acylindrically on CU by
[DHS18, Prop. 2.2]. Moreover, the constants of acylindricity for this action as obtained in
[DHS18, Prop. 2.2] are uniform over all elements g P G for which U P Bigpgq. Given an
acylindrical action on a hyperbolic space, it is proven in [Bow08, Lemma 2.2] that there is a
uniform lower bound on the translation length of loxodromic elements which depends only on
the hyperbolicity constant of the space and the constants of acylindricity. Therefore there is
a uniform lower bound on the translation length of all elements g P G for which U P Bigpgq.
Since the action of G on S is cofinite, the result follows. l
An element g of an HHG is said to be irreducible if Bigpgq consists of only the nest-maximal
element of the hierarchically hyperbolic structure. Otherwise, g is said to be reducible.
Let a P G be an infinite order irreducible element. It follows from [BHS17b, Theorem K]
that G acts acylindrically on CS. Since a is an infinite order irreducible element, it is not
elliptic with respect to this action, and thus it follows by [Bow08, Lemma 2.2] a acts loxo-
dromically on CS. It then follows from the distance formula that xay is a quasi-isometrically
embedded copy of Z, and thus yield s a quasi-axis for a which we denote γa.
The next lemma follows immediately from thinness of quadrilaterals in the hyperbolic
space CS:
Lemma 1.9. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space and let G be a group acting
geometrically on X . Let a P G be an irreducible element with the property that one of its
orbits on X is quasi-isometrically embedded, and let γa be an associated quasi-geodesic axis
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in X . Given any two points x, y P X , let x1 “ gγapxq, y1 “ gγapyq. Then there exist points
ξ, ξ1 P piSprx, ysq such that the following hold:
(1) dSpξ, rx, x1sq „ Op1q;
(2) dSpξ1, ry, y1sq „ Op1q;
(3) rpiSpξq, piSpξ1qs Ă NδppiSpγaqq.
For any constant K ě E and any two points x, y P X , we say U P S is relevant (with
respect to x, y,K) if dU px, yq ě K; if we want to emphasize the constant K, we say that U
is K–relevant (with respect to x, y). We denote by Relpx, y;Kq the set of relevant domains.
Lemma 1.10. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group, and suppose b P G satisfies
Bigpbq ‰ H. Then there is a uniform constant N such that the following holds: for any
n ě N , any constant K ě E, and any two points x1, x2 P X , if there exists a domain A P S
with A P Relpx1, x2;Kq XRelpbnx1, bnx2;Kq, then A Ć U for any U P Bigpbq.
Proof. Let U P Bigpbq. Then b is loxodromic with respect to the action of AU on CU , and one
of its orbits on CU is quasi-isometrically embedded. Moreover, by Lemma 1.8, τU pbq ě T .
Therefore, we can choose a constant N depending only on T and E such that for all n ě N ,
we have NEprx1, x2sq XNEprbnx1, bnx2sq “ H.
Now, suppose by way of a contradiction that A Ĺ U for some U P Bigpbq. Then, by the
bounded geodesic image axiom and the fact that A P Relpx1, x2;Kq we have that ρAU Ă
NEppiU prx1, x2sqq; similarly, A P Relpbnx1, bnx2;Kq yields that ρAU Ă NEprbnx1, bnx2sq. This
contradicts the fact we showed above that NEprx1, x2sq XNEprbnx1, bnx2sq “ H. l
2. Proof of Theorem A
We break the proof of the Theorem into two parts depending on whether or not the
elements are irreducible. In the first case, we assume a and b are irreducible elements, i.e.,
Bigpaq “ tSu. This result is then used explicitly in one of the cases in the second part;
additionally, the analysis in the latter case follows a similar framework.
In the second case we assume a is reducible. Note that, as in the statement of the theo-
rem, we also have an additional hypothesis that Bigpaq is a maximal collection of pairwise
orthogonal domains.
2.1. Irreducible case. Suppose a, b P G are two infinite order irreducible elements and there
exists an element g P G such that ga “ bg. (Note, since these two elements are conjugate,
irreducibility of b follows from just assuming irreducibility of a.) Let γa and γb denote their
respective quasi-axes in CS. We note that a and b preserve their respective quasi-axes in
CS. We also fix a constant R large enough so that for all U ‰ S, we have dU p1, aq ă R and
dU p1, bq ă R, which exists by [DHS17, Lemma 6.6], since Bigpaq “ Bigpbq “ tSu.
Applying Lemma 1.9 to the points 1, b, and the quasi-axis γb (respectively, 1, a, and γa)
we obtain ξ, ξ1 P r1, bs (respectively, ν, ν1 P r1, as) as provided by the lemma.
We break up our analysis for irreducible elements into two cases. In the first, the distance
term in S makes up a definite percentage of dGp1, gq. If the first case doesn’t hold, then a
definite percentage is made up by all domains except S, which is the second case. We look
at the subsurfaces distance only above the threshold R; if all the projections are less than R,
then the uniqueness axiom provides a uniform bound on dGp1, gq.
Case 1. dGp1, gq — dSp1, gq.
Since gγa “ γb, it follows that after premultiplying g by a power of b we have dSpξ, gνq ď
τpbq ` δ `K, where τpbq “ τSpbq is the translation length of b and K is a uniform constant
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gx
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ď δ
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ga “ bg
b
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γa
γb
Figure 1. Set-up for irreducible case.
depending on the HHS constant on projection bounds (see Figure 1). Then,
dSp1, gq ď dSp1, ξq ` dSpξ, gνq ` dSpgν, gq
ď dSp1, ξq ` τpbq ` δ `K ` dSpgν, gq
ď dSp1, aq ` 2dSp1, bq `K,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that dSp1, bq ě τpbq.
Case 2. dGp1, gq — řYĹS tdY p1, gquR.
Since Bigpbq “ tSu, while all domains in Relp1, g;Rq are proper subsets of S, it follows
from Lemma 1.10 that there exists a uniform choice of an integer N such that, by replacing
b with bN , we may assume Relp1, g;Rq XRelpb, bg;Rq “ H. Therefore, if Y P Relp1, g;Rq,
then the triangle inequality yields:
dY p1, gq ď dY p1, bq `R` dY pg, bgq.
By raising the threshold to 3R, the above ensures that every domain in Relp1, g; 3Rq is in
Relp1, b;Rq or Relpg, bg;Rq. Hence, if Y P Relp1, g; 3Rq:
dY p1, gq ď 2pdY p1, bq ` dY pg, bgqq.
This equation applied term-wise, together with the distance formula applied to each ofř
YĹS tdY p1, gqu 3R,
ř
YĹS tdY p1, bquR, and
ř
YĹS tdY pg, bgquR, yields a constant K so
that:
dGp1, gq ď KpdGp1, bq ` dGpg, bgqq `K.
Since bg “ ga, we have dGpg, bgq “ dGp1, aq and, thus, the desired bound on dGp1, gq.
2.2. Reducible case. Let a, b P G be two infinite order elements and let g P G be such
that ga “ bg. For this case we assume that Bigpaq is a nest-maximal collection of pairwise
orthogonal domains.
As Bigpaq and Bigpbq are finite sets (whose size is bounded by the complexity of pG,Sq)
which are stabilized by a and b, respectively, it follows that by replacing a and b by a
sufficiently high (uniform) power, we can assume that Bigpaq and Bigpbq are fixed pointwise
by a and b, respectively. As a and b are conjugate, it follows that for each U P Bigpaq we
have gU P Bigpbq.
Fix some A P Bigpaq and let B “ gA P Bigpbq. Consider PA,PB Ď G, the standard
product regions associated to A and B, respectively. Without loss of generality, we may
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gν
bk
bkgν “ gakν
bkg “ gak
g
PB
Figure 2. Conjugate elements a and b, with conjugator g, in G. Solid seg-
ments are hierarchy paths, while dotted segments are geodesics.
assume 1 P PB. Since a and b are conjugate elements, g ¨PA “ PB. Moreover, since Bigpbq
is a pairwise orthogonal set, for every Z P Bigpbq we have FZ Ď PB.
Fix a threshold R larger than any of the HHS constants for G. Let ν “ gPAp1q, so that
gν “ ggPAp1q “ gPB pgq (see Figure 2). We begin with the triangle inequality:
dGp1, gq ď dGp1, gνq ` dGpg, gνq.(2)
Let Y “ tY P S | there exists Z P Bigpbq satisfying either Y&Z or Y Ě Zu. For con-
ciseness, we abbreviate the statement U P SzY by writing U R Y; note that these are the
domains which are nested in or equal to some Z P Bigpbq (they can’t be orthogonal to all
Z P Bigpbq, since by construction Bigpbq is maximal). By Lemma 1.6, it follows that for a
given threshold R, every U P S appearing in the distance formula for dGp1, gq is in exactly
one of the follow sets: Relpg, gν;Rq, which occurs exactly when U P Y; or Relp1, gν;Rq,
which occurs exactly when U R Y. Therefore, combining the distance formula and this ob-
servation, up to uniformly bounded multiplicative and additive constants (which we suppress
from the notation), the right-hand side of (2) can be written as:ÿ
Y PY
tdY p1, gquR `
ÿ
Y RY
tdY p1, gquR .(3)
Up to a multiplicative constant of two, we can replace the sum in (3) by the max ofř
Y PY tdY p1, gquR and
ř
Y RY tdY p1, gquR. We separately analyze the cases where one or
the other of the summations is the maximum.
Case 1. dGp1, gq — řY PY tdY p1, gquR.
Consider some U P Y which is R–relevant for 1, g. Since 1 P PB, it follows from Lemma
1.6 that U P Relpg, gν;Rq. As g is loxodromic for the action on CZ for all Z P Bigpbq, we
have dZpgν, bkgνq ě kτZpbq ě kT , where T is the constant provided by Lemma 1.8. Thus
there exists a constant depending only on the constants of the HHS structure, such that for
all k larger than this constant and all Z P Bigpbq, we have Z P Relpgν, bkgν;Rq. Note that
this implies Z is R–relevant for g, bkg and g, bkν, as well.
Each U P Y satisfies the conditions for at least one of the following two subcases. In either
subcase we will give a bound for dU p1, gq. In the first subcase we prove the following for a
constant K depending only on the HHS constants: dU p1, gq ď KdU p1, bq ` dU pg, bKgq `K.
In the second subcase we prove: dU p1, gq ď KdU p1, bq`KdU p1, aq`K. Once we establish
these bounds for each CU , then we apply the distance formula for a larger threshold so that
the additive error drops out of the coordinate-wise summation. For the terms from the first
subcase we also use the fact that dGpg, bKgq “ dGpg, gaKq “ dGp1, aKq. Together, this
establishes, for a larger value of K, that:
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(4) dGp1, gq ĺ KdGp1, bq `KdGp1, aq `K.
Note that through the proof we will increase the constant represented by K several times,
but at each step the new value will still be a uniform constant in that it will depend only
on the constants of the underlying HHS and not on the particular choice of elements. In
particular, we start by assuming that K is larger than the constants in the HHS axioms, so
that we can use the consistency axiom, etc, as need.
Case 1a. There exists Z P Bigpbq such that U&Z.
Consider the domain bkU P S, which is relevant for bkgν, bk. Note that dZpρUZ , ρbkUZ q —
dZpρUZ , bkρUZ q ľ kτZpbq ě kT . Since b fixes Bigpbq pointwise, bkZ “ Z and so bkU&Z. Thus,
for any constant C, there exists a larger uniform choice of K such that for all k ě K, we
have dZpρUZ , ρbkUZ q ě C. Accordingly, we choose C large enough (depending only on the HHS
constants), so that applying [BHS15, Lemma 2.1] yields U&bkU for all k ě K. For the rest
of this subcase we assume k ě K.
We will show that U R Relpbk, bkg;Rq. Notice that by the assumption of this subcase, this
is equivalent to showing that U R Relpbkgν, bkg;Rq. Let Relmaxpg, bkg;Rq be any subset
of Ď–incomparable elements of Relpg, bkg;Rq that includes U,Z, and bkU . By [BHS15,
Proposition 2.8], for any x, y P X , there is a partial order ĺ on Relmaxpx, y;Rq defined as
follows: given U, V P Relmaxpx, y;Rq, U ĺ V if U “ V or if U&V and dU pρVU , yq ď κ.
As above, we can uniformly choose C and K large enough so that dZpρUZ , bkgq is large
enough to apply the consistency axiom. Then, in the partial order on Relmaxpg, bkg;Rq it
follows that U ĺ Z ĺ bkU . Thus ρbkUU „ piU pbkgq „ ρZU .
Moreover, in CZ, we have piZpbkgq „ piZpbkgνq. Since dZpρUZ , bkgνq is large enough to apply
the consistency axiom, it follows that dU pρZU , bkgνq is uniformly bounded above, also. Com-
bining this with the above fact that piU pbkgq „ ρZU , it follows that dU pbkg, bkgνq is uniformly
bounded above, and therefore (after possibly increasing R), we have U R Relpbk, bkg;Rq.
Since this means dU pbK , bKgq ă R, we have:
Therefore,
dU p1, gq ď dU p1, bKq ` dU pg, bKgq `R ď KdU p1, bq ` dU pg, bKgq `R.
Case 1b. There exists Z P Bigpbq with U Ľ Z.
By the definition of Bigpbq and the HHS nesting axiom, there exists uniform constants
E,K ě 0 such that for all k ě K, we have ρZU Ď NEpr1, bksq and ρAU Ď NEpr1, aksq. Therefore,
dU p1, ρZU q ď dU p1, bkq ` E and dU p1, ρAU q ď dU p1, akq ` E. Additionally, since ga “ bg, we
have that gρAU is coarsely equal to ρ
Z
U (we let E denote this uniform choice of coarseness
constant, as well). Thus
dU p1, gq ď dU p1, ρZU q ` dU pρZU , gρAU q ` dU pgρAU , gq ď KdU p1, bq `KdU p1, aq ` 3E.
Case 2. dGp1, gq — řY RY tdY p1, gquR.
In this case, dGp1, gq — dGp1, gνq. Our goal will be to bound dGp1, gνq by a linear function
of dGp1, bq ` dGpgν, bgνq. Since Bigpbq is a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint domains,
any U P Relp1, g;Rq satisfying U R Y is either in Bigpbq, or nested in an element of Bigpbq.
Below we obtain the appropriate bound in CU , as in Case (1), for each of these two subcases
separately. Applying the distance formula will then yield a uniform constant K 1 for which:
(5) dGp1, gq ĺ K 1dGp1, bq `K 1dGp1, aq `K 1.
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Case 2a. U Ĺ Z for some Z P Bigpbq.
By Lemma 1.10, there exists a uniform constant K such that for all k ě K, the set of
R–relevant domains for 1, g does not intersect the set of R–relevant domains for bk, bkg. Since
U P Relp1, g;Rq, we have U R Relpbk, bkg;Rq and thus dU pbk, bkgq ă R. Hence, the triangle
inequality yields:
dU p1, gq ď dU p1, bKq ` dU pg, bKgq `R ď KdU p1, bq ` dU pg, bKgq `R.
Case 2b. U “ Z for some Z P Bigpbq.
In this case, the result from the irreducible case for θU pbq (applied in the HHS FU ) provides
a uniform constant K for which we have:
dU p1, gq ď KdU p1, bq `KdU pg, bgq `K.
This completes the proof of the theorem. l
3. Special CAT(0) cubical groups
In [BHS17b] it was proven that compact CAT(0) cube complexes which are special, in the
sense of Haglund–Wise [HW08], are hierarchically hyperbolic. Below we recall some facts
about the particular hierarchically hyperbolic structure obtained in [BHS17b]; we then this
this structure to proof Theorem B.
3.1. Background. A compact special CAT(0) cube complex, admits the following hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic structure, as established in [BHS17b, Theorem G]. We describe the structure
in the case of a right-angled Artin group AΓ; this implicitly describes the structure in the
more general case of a special cube complex, as these are each a convex subset of some
right-angled Artin group. The set S consists of the collection of non-empty convex subcom-
plexes coming from left cosets of the form A∆ where ∆ is a subgraph of Γ, considered up
to the equivalence of parallelism. Two convex subcomplexes F, F 1 of X are parallel if for all
hyperplanes H, we have H X F ‰ H if and only if H X F 1 ‰ H. Since elements of S are
equivalence classes of convex subsets, we often write rU s P S to denote an equivalence class
and U P rU s to denote a representative.
Throughout the rest of this section we fix a compact special CATp0q cubical group, G,
and consider the hierarchically hyperbolic structure described above, which we denote pG,Sq.
The following two lemmas provide information about gate maps and product regions in the
CAT(0) setting.
Lemma 3.1 ([BHS17b]). Let pG,Sq be a CATp0q cubical group with its hierarchically hy-
perbolic structure and let Y Ă G be a convex subcomplex of G. Then there is a cubical map
gY : GÑ Y which, for every g P G, assigns the unique 0–cube y P Y which is closest to g.
For notational simplicity, when Y “ FU for some rU s P S, we write gU : GÑ FU .
Lemma 3.2 ([BHS17b, Lemma 2.4]). Let pG,Sq be a CATp0q cubical group with its hierar-
chically hyperbolic structure and let rU s P S. Then there is a cubical embedding FUˆEU ãÑ G
with convex image.
Remark 3.3. In a right-angled Artin group, two elements commute if and only if all the
generators in a factorization of one of the elements commute with all the generators in a
factorization of the other element. Hence, in the Salvetti complex of a right-angled Artin
group, we have that two elements span a periodic plane if and only if they commute. Similarly,
if a group is special (in the sense of Haglund-Wise), then it embeds as a subgroup of a right-
angled Artin group, so inherits this property as well. Further, if a group is virtually special,
then, up to taking powers, two elements commute if and only if the product of their axes
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spans a periodic plane. Note, that non-special CAT(0) cube-complexes need not have this
property, as is the case, for example, with Wise’s anti-torus [Wis07].
Remark 3.4. Let S1 be the (finite) fundamental domain for the action of G on S. If
rU s P S1, then there is a representative U P rU s such that 1 P FU . Additionally, g P StabpFU q
if and only if the vertex labeled by g is in FU . In this case, Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.3
imply that, for a virtually special group, if the vertices labeled by g and h are in FU and EU ,
respectively, then, up to taking powers, g and h commute in G.
3.2. Proof of Theorem B. By raising a and b to a uniform power, we may assume that
they are elements of a compact special group CATp0q cubical group. Let S1 be a finite
fundamental domain for the action of G on S, and for each rU s P S1, fix the representative
U P rU s such that 1 P FU .
If Bigpbq is a maximal collection of pairwise orthogonal domains in S, then the result
follows by Theorem A, so we may suppose this is not the case. Extend Bigpbq to a maximal
collection O of pairwise orthogonal domains in S, and fix B P Bigpbq. We consider the
associated product region PB in G.
For each rV s P O, fix the representative V P rV s such that gPB p1q P FV . For everyrY s P SzO, fix any representative Y P rY s. We fix a transversal T with respect to tStabpFU q |
rU s P S1u as follows. For each rU s P S, choose the coset representative of StabpFU q to be
the label of the vertex gU p1q. Notice that if rV s P O, then since PB is a product region,
gPB p1q “ gV p1q.
By replacing b with a uniform power, we may assume that b acts trivially on CW for every
domain rW s P BigpbqK. Thus b P Stab
´ś
rV sPBigpbqFV
¯
.
Let OzBigpbq “ trV1s, . . . , rVmsu. By our choice of transversal, there is some t P T such
that for each i, we have Vi “ tV 1i for some rV 1i s P S1. By Lemma 3.1, for each i there is a
unique 0–cell vi P FVi such that vi “ gVipgq. The label of vi is tg1i for some g1i P StabpFV 1i q.
Define
gVi :“ tg1it´1 P StabpFViq.
For each i and all U P OztBigpbq Y Viu, we have dU pt, tg1iq ď K for some uniform constant
K, since the path from t to tg1i lies in FVi and Vi K U . Also, since t “ gVip1q, the only
domains that contribute to dGp1, tq are those which are transverse to Vi or in which Vi is
nested, thus we also have dU p1, tq ď K. Thus we have:
dU p1, gViq ď dU p1, tq ` dU pt, tg1iq ` dU p1, t´1q ď 3K.
Now, b P Stab
´ś
WPBigpbqFW
¯
Ď StabpEViq and gVi P StabpFViq; thus, given our choice
of transversal, there exists b1 P StabpEV 1i q such that b “ tb1t´1. Moreover, by Remark 3.4, we
have rb1, g1Vis “ 1, and so rb, gVis “ 1 for each i. Therefore, gi “ g´1Vi g also conjugates a to b.
In this manner, we obtain a conjugator
g2 “ g´1V1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g´1Vmg
such that dU p1, g2q ď 3K for each U P OzBigpbq. Notice that since the gVi commute, the
element g2 does not depend on the ordering of the domains in OzBigpbq.
We claim that dGp1, g2q ď Kp|a| ` |b|q ` C. To show this, we follow the argument as in
the proof of Theorem A. The bound in Cases 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b holds exactly as in the proof
of Theorem A. However, there is now an additional case which we must now treat. In the
notation of the proof of Theorem A, this new case is: U P Y XRelp1, g;Rq.
Case 2c. U P Y XRelp1, g;Rq.
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Suppose this U is orthogonal to every element of Bigpbq. Then U P OzBigpbq, and
dU p1, g2q ď 3K. By increasing the threshold above 3K, we ensure that these domains
do not contribute to the distance formula.
This completes the proof. l
4. Acylindrically hyperbolic groups
The action of a group G on a metric space X is acylindrical if for all ε ě 0, there exist
constants Rpεq, Npεq ě 0 such that for all x, y P X satisfying dXpx, yq ě Rpεq, |tg P G |
dXpx, gxq ď ε and dXpy, gyq ď εu| ď Npεq. A group is acylindrically hyperbolic if it admits
an acylindrical action on a non-elementary hyperbolic space. An element g P G is generalized
loxodromic if there exists an acylindrical action of G on a hyperbolic space with respect to
which g is loxodromic.
Let G be an acylindrically hyperbolic group, let g P G be a generalized loxodromic element,
and let Epgq be the largest virtually cyclic subgroup containing xgy. Consider the set Y “
taEpgq | a P Gu. Then if K is a sufficiently large constant, Bestvina, Bromberg, and Fujiwara
in [BBF15] give a construction of a quasi-tree PKpYq on which G acts. This construction was
later refined in [BBFS17]. In both [BBF15] and [BBFS17], the construction of the quasi-tree
was done in a much more general setting, but we will only need this particular case.
Our goal in this section will be to establish the following bound on shortest conjugators
in acylindrically hyperbolic groups.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an acylindrically hyperbolic group and h P G a generalized loxodromic
element. Let Y “ tcEphq | c P Gu, and let K be sufficiently large so that the projection
complex T “ PKpYq is a quasi-tree. Then there exists a function f : Z Ñ Z and a constant
R such that for any two conjugate elements a, b that are loxodromic with respect to the action
of G on T , there exists g P G such that ga “ bg and
|g| ď fpR|a| `R|b|q ` |a| ` |b|.
4.1. Background. We briefly recall the construction of the quasi-tree we will be using and
refer the reader to [BBFS17] for further details. Considering aEpgq as a subset of the Cayley
graph of G with respect to a fixed generating set, for any a, b P G, one can define a nearest
point projection of aEpgq onto bEpgq, which will have uniformly bounded diameter. Define
metrics da on Y by letting dapbEpgq, cEpgqq be the diameter of the union of the nearest
point projections of bEpgq and cEpgq onto aEpgq. For any K ě 0, we define PKpYq to be
the graph whose vertices are Y, and in which two vertices aEpgq and bEpgq are connected
by an edge if dY paEpgq, bEpgqq ď K for all Y P Y. For sufficiently large K, the graph
T “ PKpYq is a quasi-tree. The fundamental domain of this action is a single vertex, Y0,
whose stabilizer is the subgroup Epgq. Moreover, by [BBFS17, Theorem 5.6], the action of G
on T is acylindrical. The existence of an acylindrical action on a quasi-tree was first proven
by Balasubramanya in [Bal17], using a slightly different construction.
We fix K large enough so that PKpYq is a quasi-tree. For any ε ě 0, let Rpεq, Npεq be
the constants of acylindricity for the action of G on PKpYq.
Given X,Y P Y, let YKpX,Y q “ tZ P Y | dZpX,Y q ě Ku. By [BBFS17, Proposition
2.3], one can define a total order on YKpX,Y q Y tX,Y u, which we denote by ă. The path
YKpX,Y q Y tX,Y u “ tX ă Z1 ă Z2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Zk ă Y u is called a standard path in PKpYq.
Note that in the quasi-tree, we use the term “path,” to refer to a sequence of vertices each
distance one from the previous. We will need the following results about standard paths.
Lemma 4.2. [BBFS17, Lemma 3.6] If K is sufficiently large, the following holds. Given
X,Y, Z P Y, the union YKpX,Y q Y YKpY,Zq contains all but at most two elements of
YKpX,Zq, and if there are two such elements they are consecutive.
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Lemma 4.3. [BBFS17, Corollary 3.8] Standard paths are uniform quasi-geodesics.
It was proven in [BBFS17, Theorem 3.5] that T is a quasi-tree by showing that it satisfies
the following version of Manning’s bottleneck property:
Lemma 4.4 ([BBFS17]). Let X,Z be vertices in T . Consider the standard path YKpX,ZqY
tX,Zu “ tX ă X1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Xk ă Zu from X to Z. Then for any path X “ Y0, . . . , Yn “ Z
from X to Z and any i P t1, . . . , ku, there exists j P t0, . . . , nu such that dT pXi, Yjq ď 2.
We also need the following generalization of [MSW11, Proposition 2.2]. Given the action of
a group G on a metric space X and a point x P X, we say Stabηpxq “ tg P G | dXpx, gxq ď ηu
is the η–quasi-stabilizer of x, or simply the quasi-stabilizer of x if the value of η is not
important. Notice that in general, Stabηpxq is not a subgroup of G.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a finitely generated group acting on a metric space X, and let x, y P X.
Then for any ε ě 0 and any r ě 0, there exists a constant r1 ě 0 such that
NrpStabηpxqq XNrpStabηpyqq Ď Nr1pStabηpxq X Stabηpyqq.
The proof closely follows that of [MSW11, Proposition 2.2]; since it is short we include it
here for completeness.
Proof. Consider the word metric on G with respect to some fixed finite generating set, S.
Fix η, r ě 0 and let x, y P X. Given any element t P NrpStabηpxqq X NrpStabηpyqq Ă Γ, it
follows immediately that there exists an element ht P Stabηpxq and gt P Stabηpyq so that the
element γt “ h´1t gt satisfies }γt}S ď 2r.
Consider all elements γ P G such that }γ}S ď 2r and such that the equation γ “ h´1g
has a solution ph, gq P Stabηpxq ˆ Stabηpyq. Choose a solution phγ , gγq so that }hγ}S “ Nγ
is minimal. Let N “ maxγ Nγ .
Setting γ “ γt, we have
γ “ h´1γ gγ “ h´1t gt.
Since ht, hγ P Stabηpxq, it follows that hth´1γ P Stab2ηpxq; similarly, gtg´1γ P Stab2ηpyq. Thus
hth
´1
γ p“ gtg´1γ q P Stab2ηpxq X Stab2ηpyq.
Moreover, since ht “ pgtg´1γ qhγ it follows that ht is within distance N of Stab2ηpxq X
Stab2ηpyq. Therefore, the element t is within distance N ` r of an element of Stab2ηpxq X
Stab2ηpyq. Setting r1 “ N ` r completes the proof. l
Before giving a proof of the main result of this section we establish a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let ε ě 0. For anyM ě 0 there exists a constant fpMq satisfying the following.
Consider any point y P T and the set:
Vεpyq “ tg P G | g P StabεpY0q and dSpg, pi´1pNεpyqqq ďMu.
If dT pY0, yq ě Rp6εq, then either Vεpyq “ H or the diameter of Vεpyq (in the word metric on
G with respect to a fixed finite generating set) is at most fpMq.
Proof. Throughout the proof we will use dG to denote the word metric on G with respect to
a fixed finite generating set; we write dT to denote distance in the quasi-tree T .
Suppose 1 R Vεpyq and consider some fixed k P Vεpyq, so that 1 P k´1pVεpyqq. Any element
α P k´1pVεpyqq satisfies α P Stab2εpY0q, and thus there exists β P pi´1pNεpk´1yqq for which
dSpα, βq ď M . Hence, α P V2εpk´1yq. Thus, either Vεpyq “ H and the lemma is proven,
or the diameter of Vεpyq is bounded by the diameter of V2εpk´1yq, a set which contains 1.
Thus, after possibly renaming y and replacing ε by 2ε, we will assume 1 P Vεpyq. For the
remainder of the argument we set V pyq “ Vεpyq.
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Since 1 P V pyq, there is an element h P pi´1pNεpyqq satisfying dGp1, hq ď M . Notice that
the definition of the map pi implies that h P pi´1pNεpyqq is equivalent to hY0 P Nεpyq, and
thus
(6) dT phY0, yq ď ε.
Our goal is to use the acylindricity of the action of G on T to bound the diameter of V pyq.
Since acylindricity will give a bound on the intersection of the quasi-stabilizers of Y0 and y,
we begin by establishing relationships between Stabεpyq, StabεphY0q, hStabεpY0q, and their
intersections. In particular, we will show
(7) Stab4εphY0q Ď Stab6εpyq,
(8) pi´1pNεpyqq Ď hStab2εpY0q,
and there exists a constant R1 depending only on M such that
(9) StabεpY0q XN2M pStab2εphY0qq Ď NR1pStab4εpY0q X Stab4εphY0qq.
We first establish (7). Let g P Stab4εphY0q, so that dT pghY0, hY0q ď 4ε. Combining this
with (6) and the triangle inequality gives
dT pgy, yq ď dT pgy, ghY0q ` dT pghY0, hY0q ` dT phY0, yq
“ dT py, hY0q ` dT pghY0, hY0q ` dT phY0, yq
ď ε` 4ε` ε
“ 6ε.
Thus g P Stab6εpyq, proving (7).
We next establish (8). Let g P pi´1pNεpyqq, so that gY0 P Nεpyq and thus dT pgY0, yq ď ε.
As before, combining this with (6) and the triangle inequality gives
dT pY0, h´1gY0q “ dT phY0, gY0q
ď dT phY0, yq ` dT py, gY0q
ď 2ε.
Thus h´1g P Stab2εpY0q, and so g P hStab2εpY0q, proving (8).
We finally establish (9). Note first that
NM phStab2εpY0qq Ď N2M phStab2εpY0qh´1q “ N2M pStab2εphY0qq.(10)
By Lemma 4.5 there is a constant R1 depending only on M such that
StabεpY0q XN2M pStab2εphY0qq Ď NR1pStab4εpY0q X Stab4εphY0qq,
and so (9) follows.
We are now ready to bound the diameter of V pyq. Let g P V pyq. By the defini-
tion of V pyq, g P StabεpY0q and g P NM ppi´1pNεpyqqq. It then follows from (8) that
g P StabεpY0q X NM phStab2εpY0qq. Thus it suffices to find a bound on the diameter of
StabεpY0q XNM phStab2εpY0qq.
We have the following inclusions:
StabεpY0q XNM phStab2εpY0q Ď StabεpY0q XN2M pStab2εphY0q
Ď NR1pStab4εpY0q X Stab4εphY0qq
Ď NR1pStab6εpY0q X Stab6εpyqq,
where the first inclusion follows from (10), the second from (9), and the third from (7).
Since dT pY0, yq ě Rp6εq, the acylindricity of the action of G on T implies that
|Stab6εpY0q X Stab6εpyq| ď Np6εq.
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Thus the diameter of NR1pStab6εpY0qXStab6εpyqq is bounded, which in turns implies that
the diameter of StabεpY0qXNM phStab2εpY0qq is bounded. This bound depends on our choice
of y, as well as on M, ε, and our choice of h. For a given h, there may be infinitely many
y P T such that h P pi´1pNεpyqq and dGp1, hq ďM . For each h, we take the infimum over all
such y of the diameter of NR1pStab6εpY0q X Stab6εpyqq, which implies that the diameter of
StabεpY0q XNM phStab2εpY0qq is bounded by some constant Dph,M, εq which depends only
on M , ε, and our choice of the element h.
There are only finitely many choices for h in a ball of radius M about 1 in G with the
fixed finite generating set, and thus we let
fpMq “ maxtDph,M, εq | dGp1, hq ďMu,
completing the proof. l
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will use dG to denote the word metric on G with respect
to a fixed finite generating set; we write dT to denote distance in the quasi-tree T .
Let Aa and Ab be quasi-axes of a and b, respectively, in T . Let p P Aa be a closest point
projection of Y0 to Aa, let γa be a standard path in T from Y0 to p, let Pa be a standard
path connecting p to amp for some m, as determined below. Also let Pb be a standard
path connecting gp to gamp “ bmgp. Consider the vertices Y0, aY0, a2Y0, . . . , amY0 in T , and
connect consecutive points ai´1Y0 and aiY0 by a standard path γa,i for i “ 1, . . . ,m. (See
Figure 3.)
Y0
p
aY0
a2Y0
ap a2p
γa,1
γa,2
Pa
γa
Figure 3. The configuration of standard paths in the quasi-tree T . The
dotted paths are γa,i.
Let q be a closest point projection of Y0 to Ab, let γb be a standard path in T from Y0 to
q, and let Pb be a standard path connecting q to bmq. Since Ab “ gAa, after replacing g by
brg for some r, we may assume that gp “ q and that gPa “ Pb. (See Figure 4.)
Let α be a geodesic in T from Y0 to q. Since γb is a standard path, γb Ă N2pαq, by
Lemma 4.4; similarly Pb Ă N2pAbq. Let x be a vertex on Pb X γb. Then there are points
z P α and a1 P Ab such that dT px, zq ď 2 and dT px, z1q ď 2. Thus dT pz,Abq ď 4. Since
p is a closest point projection of Y onto Ab and z lies on a geodesic from Y to Ab, it
follows that p is also a closest point projection of z onto Ab. Thus dT pz, pq ď 4, and
dT pp, xq ď dT pp, zq` dT pz, xq ď 4` 2 “ 6. Let p1 P γaXPa be the vertex farthest from p and
let q1 P γb X Pb be the vertex farthest from q. After applying a similar argument to vertices
on γa X Pa, we have dT pp, p1q ď 6 and dT pq, q1q ď 6.
Consider the quadrilateral of standard paths whose sides are γa, γa,1, aγa, and the subpath
of Pa from p to ap. Then by Lemma 4.2, there is a vertex v P γa,1 such that dT pv, p1q ď 3 and
a vertex w P γb,1 such that dT pw, q1q ď 3. Since standard paths are quasi-geodesics (Lemma
4.3), there is a uniform constant D and vertices v1, w1 on the geodesics connecting Y0 to aY0
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Y0
p Pa
gPa “ Pb
gY0
aY0
amp
gamp “ bmq
q “ gp
gaY0
amY0
gamY0
bmY0bY0
ga2Y0
b2Y0
a2Y0
Figure 4. A schematic of the relevant portion of the quasi-tree T .
and Y0 to bY0, respectively, such that dT pv1, vq ď D and dT pw1, wq ď D. It follows that
dT pv1, pq ď D ` 9 and dT pw1, qq ď D ` 9. (See Figure 5.)
Y0
p
p1
v
v1
ap
aY0
Figure 5. The red path is a quasi-geodesic in T from Y0 to aY0.
Let L “ maxsPS dT pY0, sY0q. Then there are vertices ya, yb on r1, as and r1, bs, respectively,
in G such that dT pyaY0, v1q ď L and dT pybY0, w1q ď L. Thus dT pgyaY0, qq “ dT pyaY0, pq ď
D ` L` 9 and dT pybY0, qq ď D ` L` 9.
By a similar argument (letting amp and bmq play the roles of p and q, respectively) there
are vertices y1a, y1b on ram´1, ams and rbm´1, bms, respectively, such that dT pgy1aY0, bmqq ď
D ` L` 9 and dT py1bY0, bmqq ď D ` L` 9.
Therefore, gya, yb P pi´1pND`L`9pqqq and are each at distance at most mp|a| ` |b|q from
gy1a, y1b P pi´1pND`L`9pbmqqq, respectively. By choosing m ě Rp4pD ` L ` 9qq, Lemma 4.6
implies that dGpyb, gyaq ď fpm|a| `m|b|q (see Figure 6).
1
am
bm
g
gam “ bmg
ya
y1a
yb
y1b
gya
gy1a
ď fpm|a| `m|b|q
Figure 6. Estimating distances in G.
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Finally, to complete the proof, we note that:
dGp1, gq ď dGp1, ybq ` dGpyb, gyaq ` dGpgya, gq
ď |b| ` fpm|a| `m|b|q ` |a|. l
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